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Abstract
Consider scheduling of unit jobs with release times and deadlines on m identical ma-

chines with the objective to maximize the number of jobs completed before their deadlines.
We prove a new lower bound for online algorithms with immediate decision. This means
that the jobs arrive over time and the algorithm has to decide the schedule of each job im-
mediately upon its release. Our lower bound tends to e/(e−1) ≈ 1.58 for many machines,
matching the performance of the best algorithm.

1 Introduction

Suppose that we have unit jobs that arrive over time. Each job arrives at its release time
and has a deadline, these times are integers. The goal is to schedule as many jobs as possible
before their deadlines, on m identical machines. In the online setting, at each time t the
algorithm chooses at most m jobs to be started at time t (among the jobs released before
or at t, with a deadline strictly after t and not scheduled yet). This is a very simple online
problem: At each time t we schedule m jobs with the earliest deadlines. This generates an
optimal schedule.

In this note, we study a modification of the problem called scheduling with immediate
decision, introduced and studied in [4, 3]. In this variant, the online algorithm has to decide
the schedule of the newly released jobs immediately after they are released. This means that
at time t, the schedule of jobs with release time t is fixed, and even if a job is scheduled to
start only at time t′ > t, its schedule cannot be changed later. Obviously, this is harder for
the online algorithm, and, for example, the optimal algorithm described above does not work
in this model.

In [3], Ding et al. presented an online algorithm with immediate decision with the com-
petitive ratio decreasing to e/(e − 1) for m → ∞. It works even for the more general case
when the processing times are equal (but possibly larger than 1), with the same competitive
ratio. This algorithm is actually very simple: The machines are kept sorted by decreasing
completion times, i.e., the first machine is the one that would complete the currently assigned
jobs latest. The newly released jobs are processed one by one, so that each job is scheduled on
the first machine at the completion time of that machine; if that would violate the deadline,
try the second machine, and so on; if no machine works, the job is rejected.

The obvious question is: Is there a better algorithm with immediate decision at least for
unit jobs?
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Our results. We prove that no algorithm for unit jobs with immediate decision on m
machines has a competitive ratio smaller than

rm =
e

m−1
m

e
m−1

m − m
m+1

.

For m→∞, rm decreases to e/(e−1) ≈ 1.582. For m = 2, r2 ≈ 1.678, and a few more values
are listed in Table 1.

Our lower bound shows that the simple algorithm from [3] is optimal at least in the limit
for large m. This is true even for unit jobs, showing that for scheduling with immediate
decision, handling the unit jobs is almost as hard as scheduling jobs with equal processing
times. In most online settings, scheduling unit jobs is significantly easier compared to jobs
with equal processing times, thus we find the new lower bound quite surprising.

Note also that for our problem, as well as for the basic variant without immediate decision,
it is natural that more machines allow algorithms with better competitive ratio, because it is
possible to keep a fraction of machines available for the jobs that arrive later.

m 2 3 4 5 · · · → ∞
a lower bound with immediate decision,
unit jobs [new result]

1.678 1.626 1.607 1.598 1.582

an algorithm with immediate decision, equal
processing times [3]

1.8 1.730 1.694 1.672 1.582

a lower bound with immediate decision, equal
processing times [3]

1.8 − − − 1.333

an algorithm without immediate decision,
equal processing times [4, 6]

1.5 − − − −

Table 1: Summary of new and previous results.

Previous results. The exact competitive ratio of the algorithm from [3] with immediate
decision is

Rm =
1

1−
(

m
m+1

)m ,

see Table 1 for a few values. The only previous lower bound for scheduling of unit jobs with
immediate decision is a bound of 1.6 for m = 2 [3].

Another related and more general model, as we already mentioned, assumes that all jobs
have the same processing time p. This is a significantly harder problem, as the release times
and deadlines do not need to be multiples of p. Thus, for example, a new job can arrive when
all the machines are committed to process other jobs. All the results below are for equal
processing times.

It is known that a greedy algorithm is 2-competitive for any number of machines and this
is optimal among the deterministic algorithms for a single machine [1]. For a single machine
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without immediate decision there also exists a 5/3-competitive randomized algorithm [2] and
no better than 4/3-competitive randomized algorithm is possible [5].

For the case of two machines, two 1.5-competitive deterministic algorithms without im-
mediate decision were designed independently in [4, 6]. This competitive ratio is optimal for
m = 2 without immediate decision. So, for m = 2 and equal processing times, immediate
decision increases the competitive ratio from 1.5 to 1.8; the lower bound of 1.8 for immediate
decision is from [3].

For m ≥ 3, the algorithm of [3] is the best algorithm currently known (and in fact the
only one better than the 2-competitive greedy algorithm). We have no better algorithm even
without immediate decision for equal processing times. A standard example gives a lower
bound of 4/3 with immediate decision, as noticed in [3], while for general algorithms the
lower bound approaches 6/5 for large m [4].

Preliminaries and notations. We are given m, the number of the machines, and n jobs.
Each job is described by a pair of numbers: a release time rj and a deadline dj ; these numbers
are integers. Each job has a unit processing time. The goal is to maximize the number of
jobs completed by the deadline (the number of early jobs). We allow the algorithm to reject
some jobs; in fact, w.l.o.g., we restrict ourselves to schedules where each job is either rejected
or completed by its deadline.

In the online version, each job is released at its release time rj , at this time also its deadline
dj becomes known. The algorithm does not know that the job exists before this time. More-
over, if the online algorithm has the immediate decision property, it must decide the schedule
of the job as soon as it is released and cannot change this decision later. Unrestricted online
algorithms decide which jobs to start at each time, leaving the remaining jobs uncommitted.
We use the standard competitive analysis: The algorithm is c-competitive if it schedules on
every input instance at least 1/c fraction of the jobs scheduled by the optimum schedule.

We denote the starting time of a job (that is not rejected) by sj . The job then occupies
the time interval [sj , sj +1) on some machine. This means that each job (that is not rejected)
must be scheduled so that rj ≤ sj ≤ dj − 1. With unit processing times and integral release
times, we restrict ourselves to integral starting times, both for the optimum and the online
algorithms without loss of generality: Whenever non-integral starting times would occur, we
can move the jobs forward one by one to start at bsjc, with no loss in the performance. Since
the jobs are aligned, we do not need to know which particular machine a job is assigned to.
A valid machine assignment is available if and only if |{j | sj = t}| ≤ m for each time t. Our
goal is to maximize the number of properly scheduled jobs.

2 The idea of the proof

In this section we describe the idea of the lower bound. The exact proof is given in the next
section.

As usual, our lower bound is formulated as an adversary strategy in a game between a
deterministic algorithm and an adversary who has the power to react to the actions of the
algorithm. The adversary releases some jobs at time t (thus rj = t for these jobs and dj is
set by the adversary for each job independently). Once the jobs are released, the algorithm
schedules (or rejects) all these jobs and then the time advances to the next release time
decided by the adversary.
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Adversary strategy. The adversary starts with a sufficiently long interval [0, T ). This
means that the adversary first releases a few jobs with the release time 0 and the deadline
T . Due to the immediate decision property, the algorithm has to commit to the schedule of
these jobs. By averaging, we can find a big part of the interval where the algorithm schedules
at least the average number of jobs and such that the adversary can schedule all the jobs
outside of this part. Then the adversary uses the same procedure recursively.

Now we do a few rough calculations to see how this idea gives the lower bound of e/(e−1),
disregarding various rounding issues. So now we describe the recursive process in more detail.
For simplicity, let us also assume that the algorithm always schedules the released jobs so that
they are spread uniformly over the feasible interval. (Later we show that no other algorithm
performs much better against our adversary.)

During the process, at time t, the adversary has scheduled all the previously released jobs
before t, while the algorithm has already scheduled x jobs in the remaining interval [t, T ) of
length l = T − t. We call [t, T ) the active interval and we say that its density is ρ = x/(ml).
Then the adversary at time t releases εml jobs with deadlines equal to T , for a small ε. The
adversary schedules them before time t′ = t + εl. The density increases to ρ + ε on [t, T ) as
well as on the interval [t′, T ) (due to the uniform spreading assumption). The adversary then
increases time to t′ and continues until the density increases to 1.

We express the length l of the active interval as a function of the density ρ. When ρ
increases by ε, then l decreases by εl. Taking ε infinitesimally small, we get a differential
equation dl/dρ = −l. We have the initial condition l(0) = T , and thus the equation is solved
by the function l(ρ) = e−ρ · T . So, starting with the length T , the adversary ends with an
interval of length at least l = l(1) = T/e, during which all time steps have m jobs scheduled
in the schedule of the algorithm but no jobs in the schedule of the adversary. At this point,
both the adversary and the algorithm have scheduled m(T − l) = (1 − 1/e)mT jobs, as all
the released jobs exactly fit before the active interval.

Now the adversary simply releases the final batch of lm jobs that cannot be scheduled
outside the active interval. The adversary schedules all of these jobs while the algorithm
has to reject them. The adversary schedules the total of mT jobs, while the algorithm only
(1− 1/e)mT jobs, yielding the lower bound of e/(e− 1).

Technical issues. The sketch of the proof above needs to be properly formalized. In the
end, the proof is somewhat technical, as there are many issues that we have to deal with.
Here we sketch the main issues and the ways to solve them.

Finding the dense part. First, we cannot assume that the algorithm spreads the jobs
evenly. We need to find a dense part of a given length on which we focus in the
recursion. This is done essentially by an averaging argument. Unfortunately, the dense
part does not necessarily form a single interval. Instead, it can be composed of two
non-overlapping intervals (and this is sufficient). This, in turn, makes the recursion
more difficult. The number of intervals increases exponentially. The recursive proce-
dure arranges them naturally in a tree of nested intervals. At any time, we have a list
of active intervals instead of just one, and we release jobs corresponding to the interval
which starts first. This corresponds to traversing the tree of intervals in the depth-first
order. To analyze the length of the intervals, however, we always need to argue about
the total length of the intervals on one level of the tree.
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Discretization and rounding. We need to argue that by taking a small ε, the bound
obtained from the continuous version of the recursion can be approximated arbitrarily
well. We also need to account for various rounding errors and the fact that the adversary
cannot release two batches of jobs at the same time. To this end, we use an initial active
interval of length exponential in 1/ε and carefully bound the errors. In general, we
release slightly more jobs than can fit in the adversary schedule and let the adversary
reject some of them, to make the calculations simpler.

Improving the bound for small m. To improve the bound for small m, we stop the iter-
ative process at density (m − 1)/m instead of 1. Instead of increasing the density by
ε, we increase it by almost 1/m in a single last phase. Then we present the final set of
jobs as m tight jobs for each time step in the schedule where the density is 1.

Handling the rejected jobs. So far we have assumed that the algorithm schedules all the
released jobs. This is not necessarily true, and with immediate decision, it may seem that
it could possibly be an advantage for an algorithm to reject a job and keep more options
for later steps. However, a simple exchange argument shows that every algorithm can
be modified so that no jobs are rejected, unless all machines are occupied during the
whole feasible interval.

Taking all this into account, we give an adversary strategy which for any ε > 0 generates
an instance showing that the competitive ratio is at least e

m−1
m /(e

m−1
m − m

m+1 +O(ε)).

3 The lower bound

We first define the density and state the lemma which ensures the adversary to find dense
intervals after releasing some jobs.

The density of an interval is defined as the number of jobs scheduled in it by the adversary,
divided by the maximal number of jobs that can fit. Notice that the density depends on the
schedule of the algorithm; in particular, it may increase during the online process but it can
never decrease.

Definition 3.1 Suppose that the algorithm has scheduled x jobs during the time interval
[t1, t2). Then the density of the interval is ρ[t1,t2) = x/(m(t2 − t1)). For an empty interval,
i.e., t2 = t1, we define the density to be 1.

Lemma 3.2 Given an interval [t1, t2) with density ρ and an integer l ≤ t2 − t1, we can find
one or two non-overlapping intervals with total length l, each of them having the density at
least ρ.

Proof: Let t be the smallest time such that t ≥ t2 − l and ρ[t,t2) ≥ ρ. (Note that t = t2 is
always eligible.) If t = t2− l, then we have a single dense interval of length l and we are done.

Otherwise we take [t, t2) as one of the intervals and look for another interval of length
l′ = l− (t2 − t). Let q = d(t− t1)/l′e − 1; we have q > 0 as l < t2 − t1. By the choice of q, we
have t1 +ql′ ≥ t− l′ = t2− l. Thus the interval [t1 +ql′, t2) has density less than ρ as otherwise
we would choose t ≤ t1 + ql′. Considering the density of the whole interval, [t1, t1 + ql′) has
density at least ρ. It can be covered by disjoint intervals [t1 +(i−1)l′, t1 + il′) for i = 1, . . . , q;
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thus one of these intervals has density at least ρ as well, and it can be chosen as the desired
second interval of length l′. �

Now we are ready to prove the main result.

Theorem 3.3 Let A be a deterministic online algorithm for scheduling unit jobs with release
times and deadlines on m machines with the objective to maximize the number of accepted
jobs. If A satisfies the restriction of immediate decision then its competitive ratio is at least
rm = e

m−1
m /(e

m−1
m − m

m+1).

Proof:

Handling rejections. First we observe that any algorithm can be modified so that no job
is rejected, unless all machines are occupied during the whole feasible interval of that job.

Suppose that the online algorithm A does not satisfy this restriction. Using A, we con-
struct a new algorithm B which never rejects a job, unless it has to, and accepts at least the
same number of jobs. At a given time, B schedules all the newly released jobs at the same
time and the same machine as A, if that slot is empty. The remaining jobs, both those rejected
by A and those not yet scheduled by B because the corresponding slot was not empty, are
processed one by one in an arbitrary order. If there is an empty slot (i.e., a pair of machine
and time) during the feasible interval of a job, it is scheduled to any such slot. Otherwise the
job is rejected.

We claim that at any moment, the algorithm B has scheduled a job to any slot where
A has scheduled one. For a given slot, this property can be violated only at the time when
A schedules a job to that slot. However, if B has this slot still empty, it puts the same job
there. Thus, at the end, B has scheduled at least as many jobs as A.

From now on, we assume that A is the modified algorithm which never rejects a job unless
during its feasible interval all the machines are full. This is important as our aversary strategy
relies on the density increment.

An overview of the adversary strategy. Choose k a sufficiently large integer. Let
ε = (m− 1)/(mk) and T = d2k/ε2e.

The adversary starts with one active interval [0, T ). Throughout the process, the adversary
maintains a list of disjoint non-empty active intervals such that all these intervals start at
the current time or later. Upon reaching the start of the interval, after some action of the
adversary (typically releasing some jobs and waiting for the algorithm to schedule them), the
interval is removed from the list and possibly replaced by one or two disjoint subintervals
with strictly larger starting time. Then we let the time advance and continue the process as
long as there is any active interval on the list.

Each interval has a level: The initial interval [0, T ) has level 0. Each subsequent interval
created while processing an interval at level i has level i+1. During the process we guarantee
that each active interval at level i has density at least iε. The maximal level of an interval is
k; at this point the density is at least (m − 1)/m. Overall, we create and process less than
2k+1 intervals during the whole process.

The action of the adversary at the start time of the interval depends on the level of the
interval. If the level is less than k, the adversary increases the density as described below,
with the exception of the intervals of length at most 2/ε that are ignored. If the level of the
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processed interval is k, we do a more complicated phase described below, which guarantees
that the algorithm rejects many jobs; in this case no new interval is introduced.

Increasing the density by ε. Suppose that the first active interval is [t1, t2) at level i < k.
Thus its density is at least ρ[t1,t2) ≥ iε. Denote the length of the interval by l = t2 − t1. If
l ≤ 2/ε, the adversary removes this interval without any further action.

Otherwise, the adversary submits εlm + m jobs with rj = t1 and dj = t2. The density
ρ[t1+1,t2) increases to at least ρ[t1,t2) + ε ≥ (i+ 1)ε after the algorithm schedules the released
jobs, as at most m jobs (old or new) may be scheduled at time t1.

Let l′ = de−εle be the desired length of dense subintervals. Note that we use a factor of
e−ε in place of 1 − ε in the intuitive description; this approximation is good for small ε and
makes it possible to bound the error from discretization. Using elementary calculus we verify
that x(1− x) ≤ 1− e−x for all x, and we obtain

l − l′ > (1− e−ε)l − 1 ≥ ε(1− ε)l − 1. (1)

In particular, we have l > l′ due to our restriction l > 2/ε and ε < 1/2 (which can be
guaranteed by taking a large k).

Now the adversary applies Lemma 3.2 to find one or two disjoint subintervals of [t1 +1, t2)
with total length l′ = dle−εe with density at least (i + 1)ε; we can apply the lemma to this
shorter interval as l′ < l. These one or two intervals are added to the list of active intervals,
if they are non-empty, and [t1, t2) is removed. Note that the new active intervals are at level
i+ 1 and they have the density (i+ 1)ε required for this level.

The adversary schedules (l− l′)m of the new jobs during [t1, t2) but outside the new active
intervals and rejects the remaining jobs (if any). Using (1), it follows that the number of jobs
rejected by the adversary is at most

εlm+m− (l − l′)m ≤ εlm+m− (ε(1− ε)lm−m) = 2m+ ε2lm. (2)

The final phase (at level k). In the remaining case, the first active interval is [t1, t2) at
level k. Denote its length by l = t2 − t1. Note that the density is at least (m− 1)/m.

The adversary releases dlm/(m+ 1)e jobs with rj = t1 and dj = t2. Considering the total
number of jobs and the fact that at most m jobs may be scheduled during each time step, it
follows that after the algorithm schedules the new jobs, there are at least dlm/(m + 1)e − 1
time steps in the interval [t1 + 1, t2) where the algorithm scheduled m jobs. The adversary
chooses exactly dlm/(m + 1)e − 1 of these full time steps, and for each chosen time step
[t, t + 1), it releases m tight jobs with rj = t and dj = t + 1. All these jobs are rejected by
the algorithm.

The adversary schedules the jobs released at t1 during [t1, t2) but outside the new active
intervals. The number of available time steps is

l −
⌈

lm

m+ 1

⌉
+ 1 =

⌊
l

m+ 1

⌋
+ 1 ≥

⌈
l

m+ 1

⌉
,

thus no job is rejected. The tight jobs are then scheduled during their corresponding time
steps, so the adversary does not reject any of these jobs, either.
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Bounding the competitive ratio. To bound the competitive ratio, we first bound the
number of jobs rejected by the adversary and by the algorithm A; we denote these by Radv
and RA, respectively.

Let L be the total length of the intervals at level k. The total length of all intervals that
are removed because they are too short, over all levels, is at most 2k · 2/ε. The total length
of the remaining intervals decreases by at most a factor of e−ε at each level. Thus the overall
length is at least

L ≥ e−kεT − 2k+1

ε
= e−

m−1
m T − 2k+1

ε
.

At a level smaller than k, using (2), the adversary rejects at most 2m jobs per interval
plus ε2lm for each interval of length l. Since the intervals at the same level are disjoint, their
total length is at most T for each level. No jobs are rejected at level k. Thus, overall, the
number of jobs rejected by the adversary is at most

Radv ≤ 2m · 2k + k · ε2mT = 2m · 2k + ε(m− 1)T ≤ 3ε ·mT,

where the last inequality follows by our choice of T .
The algorithm A rejects jobs at the level k, for an interval of length l it rejects at least

lm2/(m + 1) − m jobs. Since there are at most 2k intervals at the level k, the number of
rejected jobs is at least

RA ≥
m2

m+ 1
L−m2k ≥ m

m+ 1
e−

m−1
m ·mT − m2k+1

ε
−m2k ≥

(
m

m+ 1
e−

m−1
m − 3ε

)
mT

where the last inequality follows by our choice of T again.
The competitive ratio is at least (n−Radv)/(n−RA), where n is the number of released

jobs. As the ratio is larger than 1, the bound decreases with n, and we need to upper bound
n. Using a simple fact that the adversary schedules at most mT jobs, we have n ≤ mT+Radv.
Thus the competitive ratio is at least
n−Radv
n−RA

≥ mT

mT +Radv −RA
≥ mT

mT + 3ε ·mT − ( m
m+1e

−m−1
m − 3ε)mT

=
1

1− m
m+1e

−m−1
m + 6ε

.

For a sufficiently large k, we have ε arbitrarily small, and thus the lower bound approaches
the claimed bound of

rm =
1

1− m
m+1e

−m−1
m

=
e

m−1
m

e
m−1

m − m
m+1

,

and the proof is complete. �

4 Conclusions

With immediate decision, our lower bound still leaves a gap for small m, for scheduling
unit jobs. It gives an intuition what is needed for an algorithm to perform better than the
algorithm of [3]: If a number of jobs with the same deadline is released, they should be spread
uniformly between the release time and the deadline, and not packed starting from the release
time. However, it seems quite hard to define and analyze such an algorithm once there are
many different deadlines.

More fundamental problem in this area is to close the gap for general algorithms. It is
quite surprising that for m ≥ 3 we have no algorithms that would go beyond the immediate
decision restriction.
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